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to compress into a sentence the pith and marrow or all that may
be understood by education. What any person understands by
education depends partly upon the mental system which he
himself brings to bear upon the educational process as he
views it. A biologist, a priest, a schoolmaster, a merchant, a
shopkeeper, and an artisan, all yielding the same "intelligence
quotient," and all bringing that intelligence to bear upon the
problem of finding a definition of education, might find widely
different definitions. But their definitions, if well considered,
might be seen to be complementary rather than contradictory.
Merely to collect their definitions may be a parlour game. But
to consider their definitions in the light of their mentality is not
frivolous, nor even unphilosophical.
Vocational And indeed there is always a certain philosophy,
aims a certain general view of life, lurking behind an
explicit or an implied definition of education. We
have just mentioned the shopkeeper; more broadly, let us
say the business man, or more broadly still, the economist.
Their characteristic view of life is apt to be reflected in what
they have to say about education, and for obvious reasons
demands our attention. A business man, who was also a
member of a local education authority, criticizing the type of
boy who left school at fourteen years of age, remarked, "I
ask a boy whether he can do shorthand, and he tells me that
he can't, but that he can do clay-modelling.'* Probably without
knowing it, the critic was propounding a philosophy of life,
widely different from that which is advocated, for example, by
a labour leader. A distinguished Conservative member of the
British House of Commons declared not very long ago that a
good education could be got out of the three r's together with
one's vocation. To which it might be replied that though a good
education might conceivably be got out of the three r's and
engineering or medicine or politics, it is harder to see how a
good education could be got out of the three r's together with

